
Improvement of Social Integration of 
Persons with Disabilities in the Middle 
East through Accessibility 
 

 

Website: www.accessibilityforpwd.org  

 

 
The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 

states in its Article 9 the Right to Accessibility “to enable 

persons with disabilities to live independently and participate 

fully in all aspects of life, States Parties shall take appropriate 

measures to ensure to persons with disabilities access, on an 

equal basis with others, to the physical environment, to 

transportation, to information and communications, including 

information and communications technologies and systems, and 

to other facilities and services open or provided to the public, 

both in urban and in rural areas”. 

 

LEBANON  :  

Adaptation works 
 

Adaptation of Sin El Fil`s Public Garden 
 

Location: Beirut 

Capacity: approximately 100 persons per day 

Duration of adaptation work: 2 months 

Criteria for site selection: a public garden in the heart of Beirut 

Types of adaptation work:  

- installation of handrails; 

- adaptation of bathrooms; 

- installation of accessible game complex for kids with disabilities, 

donated by the Lebanese NGO Include. 
 
  

 

Adaptation of Mountada Zahle’s building 

Location: Zahle 

Capacity: 15 users per day, of which 10 are Persons with Disabilities.  

Type of adaptation works: 

- Installation of elevators 

Duration of adaptation works: 1 month 

The building of the Forum of Disabled in Zahle is now accessible for 

Persons with Disabilities. The Forum now includes a candle factory 

ready to train Persons with Disabilities. 

 

http://www.accessibilityforpwd.org/
http://www.giornalettismo.com/archives/789289/in-libano-revisionano-il-confessionalismo/lebanon_religions_8
http://93.185.91.218:8080/adaptationworks/Lebanon/LEBANONADAPTATIONOFMOUNTAD.html/622323290/P2210257.JPG/_4449_B2_/P2210257.J


 

JORDAN : 

Adaptation works 
 

Adaptation of Al Hashemieh Vocational Training Center (VTC) 

 

Location: Al Hashemieh – Al Zarqa Governorate 

Capacity: 450 students 

Duration of adaptation works: 4 months 

Criteria for site selection: The Zarqa Governorate Steering Committee set 

the criteria for choosing the sites to be adapted. The selected premises should 

be: a) from the public sector; b) owned by the government and not rented; c) 

targeting a large number of Persons with Disabilities as well as elderly people; 

d) offering services highly needed by Persons with Disabilities by raising the 

demands. 

Types of adaptation works: 
- installing ramps outside and inside the training center building;  

- designing and producing stairs and ramp railings in the center; 

- designing and producing rail wall handles inside the building; 

- adapt toilets to meet the accessibility standards; 

-designing and fabricating accessible equipment for tables needed in the adaptation workshop. 

 

 

 

Adaptation of Jabal Tareq Vocational Training Center (VTC) 

 

Location: Jabal Tareq – Al Zarqa Governorate 

Capacity: 300 students 

Duration of adaptation works: 4 months 

Criteria for site selection: The Zarqa Governorate Steering Committee defined the 

criteria for the site selection. 

Types of adaptation works: 
- installing ramps outside and inside the training center building; 

- designing and producing stairs and ramp railings in the center; 

- designing and producing rail wall handles inside the building; 

- adapt toilets to meet the accessibility standards;  

- designing and fabricating accessible equipment for tables pertaining the adaptation workshop; 

- designing and fabricating accessible computer tables for the IT room. 
 

 

Adaptation of Al Musherfeh Health Center 

 

Location: Al Musherfeh – Al Zarqa Governorate 

Capacity: 5000 patients of which 600 are Persons with Disabilities 

(per month) 

Duration of adaptation work: 20 days 

Criteria for site selection: The Zarqa Governorate Steering Commitee 

defined the same criteria for site selection as for the previous locations.  

Types of adaptation works:  
- installing ramps outside the Health Center building; 

- designing and producing ramp railings; 

- designing and producing rail handles to be used inside the buildings on 

walls; 

- designing and producing washroom rails; 

- adapting washrooms to comply with accessibility standards; 

- adapting reception room windows for better access for Persons with Disabilities. 

http://www.33ff.com/flags/bandieremondo/bandiera_Giordania.ht
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-1cPmt8DWfOM/UnYQ0zhcL1I/AAAAAAAAKpQ/jemen0KTocI/s1600/UploadedFile-UploadedFile-Adaptation+-alhashemieh+center+.j
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Ltmn9BU__VA/UnYQ4VLig8I/AAAAAAAAKpg/kyoGk8-ksDU/s1600/UploadedFile-UploadedFile-handle-+jabl+tareq+center+.J
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-sUex2W_JI9U/UnYQqbbLjRI/AAAAAAAAKpI/pfCB37-1Dts/s1600/UploadedFile-Picture1.j
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Adaptation Workshop 
 

Two adaptation workshops have been created and equipped 

(one in Amman and the other in Zarqa) to assess, design and 

carry out adaptations in public spaces, in order to improve 

their accessibility for Persons with Disabilities.  

Training course 
 

A training course has been held by Al Hussein Society Staff for Zarqa VTC Staff about 

assistive technology tools in order to enable them to train Persons with Disabilities. 
 

 

 

 

 

SYRIA  
Adaptation works 
 

Adaptation of Dalal al Maghraby Elementary School 

  

Location: Al Shaba al Jadideh - Aleppo 

Capacity: 950 students of which 10 are Persons with Disabilities. 

Duration of adaptation works: 2 months 

Criteria for site selection: a) the school is located in the western side of Aleppo where no other 

schools are adapted; b) three of the students at Yadan bi Yad school live close by and their parents 

asked the vocational section at the NGO to adapt it. 

Types of adaptation works: 
- adaptations inside the classrooms: removal of a step leading to the 

blackboard in 4 classrooms and adjustment of the height of blackboards; 

- adaptation of hallways: placement of a long stair-rod alongside the wall 

to help the students move freely in & out of their classrooms; 

- adaptation of staircases: installation of a ramp to the stairs leading to the 

school yard where students spend their break; 

- adaptation of bathrooms: installation of a ramp at the entrance of one 

bathroom; 

- adaptation of the main entrance: installation of a handrail to the main 

entrance of the school; 

- adaptation of the sidewalks: addition of a ramp and a handrail to the 

sidewalk in front of the school where buses usually drop students. 

Adaptation Workshop 
 

One adaptation workshop has been created and equipped in Aleppo to 

assess, design and carry out adaptations in public spaces to improve 

their accessibility for Persons with Disabilities. 

 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Syria.s


EGYPT  
 

Due to the unstable political situation in Egypt since early 2011, it has been really difficult to 

obtain the permissions from the ministries in order to start with the adaptation works that, 

until now, are still under procedure.  

Egypt has been undergoing since the beginning of 2011 a process of social and political 

turbulence that has affected the programming and implementation of the activities. Despite all 

the problems, CEOSS was capable of improving the coordination system with the 

stakeholders, selecting the places that will be made accessible, and trained technical staff for 

the adaptation workshop. 
 

Adaptation workshop 
 

An adaptation workshop has been created and equipped in 

Cairo to assess, design and carry out adaptations in public 

spaces and to improve the accessibility for Persons with 

Disabilities. The technicians of the workshop have attended 

different training courses held by the Lebanese partner 

Arcenciel. Through this adaptation workshop, the team from 
CEOSS will make public spaces accessible for persons with 

disabilities in  different communities of Cairo (Shubra, Califa, El 

Sayeda Zeinab, Shubra Al Khaimah and El Qanater) in collaboration 

with different partner CBOs (Community Based Organization). 
 

 
 

http://www.33ff.com/flags/bandieremondo/bandiera_Egitto.ht

